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•Engineering: a great profession

•It brings jobs and homes

•It elevates the standards of living

Herbert Hoover



Techno-optimism



Longing
Menghestu Lemma

The train hauled me out of London —

out of the smoke, the smog, the grime,

the filthy mix of soot and dust —

while the train spun fog from the fabric of steam,

clothing the land with its garment

of blessings and punishment,

Yizze kataf, yizze kataf, goes the powerful weaver.

Isn’t it amazing? Life’s a miracle:

coal smoke set free through the power of coal!



Techno-optimism



The progress made in material science, power
generation, machine tools, transport, and
communication have transformed human
existence throughout most of the world,
removing muscular effort and drudgery from
the factory and the home.

Radford, 1984

Techno-optimism



An Engineering Miracle?



Techno-pessimism



Technology = Power

“the world is very different now.
For man holds within his mortal
hands the power to destroy all
forms of human poverty and the
power to destroy all forms of
human life.”

J.F. Kennedy, 1961



World military spending
compared with global aid, 2004
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“This will not make poverty history. It is a
vastly disappointing result.”

Steve Tibbett, Christian Aid

G8 leaders agree $50bn Africa package

Make Poverty History?



“Between 1981 and 2001, the number of poor
in Sub-Saharan Africa rose from 41 percent to
46 percent. In absolute numbers, this means
that the number of poor jumped from 164
million to 314 million. The GDP per capita
income fell some 14 percent.”

World Bank



Spot-the-difference

Brick making in ancient Egypt and in
modern-day Uganda



Inappropriate,
imposed technologies

do not work*



EPSRC
International Research Funding
Total = £562.8M



“EPSRC’s international team represents the
interests of UK research on the global stage,
seeking to stimulate partnerships, overseas
collaborations, alliances with multinational
companies and cooperation with international
funding agencies.”

“if you spend yourselves in behalf of the hungry
and satisfy the needs of the oppressed, then
your light will rise in the darkness, and your
night will become like the noonday.”

Isaiah 58:10



Zambia

Uganda

Nigeria

Source: www.fao.org





Appropriate Technology

“a flexible and participatory approach to developing
economically viable, regionally applicable and
sustainable technology”

Schumacher

"What is the use, for a country like ours, of an engineer
who possesses the most up-to-date ideas about the
making of houses, roads and about bridge building, but
who is ignorant of the social purposes of his activities, who
ignores the social purpose of his (her) society?”

Lemma

Interdependence is and ought to be as much the ideal of
man as self-sufficiency. Man is a social being.

Gandhi



William Kamkwamba

Appropriate Technologies?



Transforming the Mind:

Discovering the Imagination

The 9th Annual National Conference for Christian

Postgraduates and Postdoctoral Researchers

17th – 19th June 2011



Problems Wanted

“Do you have an engineering
problem? If so, please contact…”

http://www.ewb-uk.org/


I say, I say, I say.
How do you get down from a yak?



You don’t.
You get down from a duck!



So, how do you get down from a yak?











Issues to address:
Fibre separation
Spinning
Yak wool tends to be used as a blended
yarn
Felting might be more appropriate
Market
Matching skills



Undergraduate Group Projects

Bread oven for Ugandan village



From bike parts to wheelchair



From bike parts to wheelchair



Low-cost incubator



Ethiopia



Cookery lessons



Improved stoves for Eritrea



Prakti Design, India



Prakti Design, Pondicherry



Prakti Stove





Prakti Stove



LifeStove



LifeStove





Fuel Briquetting in Ghana

“I did a demonstration at a local
school on briquetting which was
positively received- everyone is
very curious. I've managed to
get some maize waste from a
local street seller and will try
and briquette it. ”





EWB Case Study: Sri Lanka - Aran

“It’s rewarding to be able to use what
you learn at Uni in the Third World and
realise that you can make a difference
– even if it is small”



EWB Case Study: Sri Lanka - Aran

Bike stand
manufacture
in Colombo



EWB Case Study: Sri Lanka - Aran

Micro-hydro in
Walasella



EWB Case Study: Sri Lanka - Aran

“I graduated from
Nottingham University
and since then have set
up a company
manufacturing wind
turbines. My drive for
sustainable development
has been enhanced
greatly through
experiences with EWB”.



EWB Case Study: Ecuador - Rob

“Over the summer, I worked with
Engineers without Borders to build
cooking stoves in the Ecuadorian
Andes. It was amazing to see how
simple technology that we take for
granted in the West could
transform people’s lives.”



EWB Case Study: Ecuador - Rob

“They were a really good
bunch. To start with I think
they were a little bit shy –
they’re very isolated, these

communities.”



EWB Case Study: Ecuador - Rob

“After our stays there they’d
really warmed to us. We had a
bit of a party at the end, we
went up and cooked them
spaghetti Bolognese. It was
really good!”

Don Matado



Conclusions

We need more yak-based research!

And we need more engineers

Rewarding projects

Good publicity

Changed ;ives
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